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1 Introduction

Work in fundamental aspects in digital watermarking has been recognized as one of the pri-
orities of the Watermarking Virtual Laboratory (Wavila), as it intends to provide the basic
framework for further research on practical schemes. The activities carried out within Work-
ing Group 1 (WG1) correspond to the merging of former WG1 and WG3, which dealt with
fundamental aspects of watermarking security, and asymmetric and zero-knowledge water-
marking, respectively, and which both revolved around fundamental concepts. The main
objective of the joint effort was to establish a formal model for watermarking security and
provide theoretical bases for practical implementations.

Watermarking security is a major concern within Wavila, for it has been widely acknowl-
edged that even though watermarking and data-hiding require secret-keys for embedding and
extracting information, very few tools were available for measuring security. This is the reason
why most of the contributions listed in this document are concerned with watermarking secu-
rity; on the other hand, the difficulties found to conceive new asymmetric and zero-knowledge
schemes are also reflected in the smaller number of works, yet important ones.

Watermarking security is also a multi-faceted topic, where concepts from a number of
basic areas are needed. For instance, and as it is well reflected in this document, information-
theoretic, computational, game-theoretic and signal processing approaches are possible. It
goes without saying that all these different points of view mutually enrich in such a way
that cross-fertilization has been and will continue to be largely profitable. In any case, the
information-theoretic core already proposed in D.WVL.1 and extended and completed here
has proven to be a cornerstone, as the security leaks measured by Shannon’s equivocation
set fundamental limits that in some cases have been shown to be achievable with practi-
cal algorithms, such as for the Scalar Costa Scheme (SCS). However, for more elaborated
watermarking algorithms, information theory does not get the full picture, since compu-
tational complexity is left out, so an alternative is to measure the computational security
as the success probability of a probabilistic attacker which tries to break the watermarking
scheme. Therefore, it is not difficult to envisage a future combination of both approaches (i.e.,
information-theoretic and computational security) to watermarking security, recognizing that
they indeed refer to measures at two different levels.

Another key issue in watermarking security is related to the so-called geometric attacks
which, despite their simplicity, are known to be devastating to most existing watermarking
and data-hiding algorithms. Many solutions existed to cope with this problem, but there
was an obvious lack of systematical approaches to both the analysis and the solutions, which
called for a sounder approach. A significant step in this direction was taken by M. Barni’s
paper on the feasibility of exhaustive search and template based approaches against geometric
desynchronization, which constituted the basis for the Wavila Challenge (WaCha) event, that
was organized as part of the activities of Wavila in Barcelona, Spain, June 2005, to which
two reputed researchers, Profs. Merhav and Moulin, were invited, and which became a lively
event where this problem was discussed. Several other contributions to this topic from Wavila
members were also presented at WaCha; these are summarized below as well.

But the list of explored topics does not end here. A number of activities were proposed
in the joint-pogramme for the M13-M24 period, namely,
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- Theoretical models for watermarking security.

- Security analysis using the concept of equivocation for specific algorithms, with special
focus on informed watermarking schemes.

- Introduction of a game-theoretic approach within the information-theoretic context pre-
viously developed to explicitly take into account the presence of an attacker/pirate
willing to fool the watermarking system, and the existence of both an embedder and
decoder. Development of worst case attacks based on security leakages.

- Use of this game-theoretic approach to address fragile watermarking.

- Evaluation of watermarking security in the presence of geometric attacks.

- Extension of the information-theoretic framework to account for collusion and oracle-
like attacks, and development of new algorithms robust to them, with special emphasis
on informed watermarking schemes.

- Security assessment of video watermarking schemes.

- Security assessment of rational-dither modulation schemes.

- Security assessment of fingerprinting schemes.

- Work on zero-knowledge watermark detection and its applications and non-invertibility
constructions.

- Zero-knowledge and asymmetric watermarking considering theoretical security.

- Evaluation of the performance degradation on the known asymmetric watermarking
methods.

Quite satisfactorily, significant contributions have been made for most of them, as sum-
marized in following sections. They address more than 20 references related to watermarking
security and are presented according to the same structure: addressed problem, motivation,
technical approach, and related results.

2 Theoretical models for watermarking security

One of the long standing problems in watermarking theory has been that of defining security
and constructing models. Within WG1 there has been a considerable amount of work in
trying to define and assess security through information-theoretic models. Interestingly, the
security leaks that are measured match quite well the outcomes of practical estimation algo-
rithms, such as those discussed in the next section. The papers summarized in this section
give definitons of watermarking security and measures to quantify such concept. In 2.1 and
2.2 an historical evolution of watermarking security concept is studied, and an information
theoretic measure based on Shannon’s concept of equivocation [Sha49] is proposed. Using this
measure, the security of Distortion-Compensated Dither-Modulation and Spread Spectrum
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on several scenarios is analyzed; an interesting byproduct of these works is the comparison of
the proposed measure with an existing one, based on the Fisher Information Matrix.

Nevertheless, a someway criticizable aspect of the information theoretic measures, as that
described above, is emphasized in 2.3; this is related to the fact that they do not consider the
computational power available to the attacker. Therefore, the adaptation of cryptographic
computational security definitions to the watermarking framework is proposed: watermarking
security could be quantified by the success probability of a probabilistic attacker which tries
to break the watermarking scheme. Following this approach, two different computational
security definitions are proposed, depending on the studied framework, being both of them
interactive games between an attacker and a judge.

2.1 An information-theoretic framework for assessing security in practical
watermarking and data hiding scenarios [CPFPG05b]

Addressed problem:

This paper provides a historical overview of the meaning of security in watermarking,
putting special emphasis on some recent works. Inspired by these works, a definition of wa-
termarking security is introduced and a quantitative measure of security is proposed, showing
some new results on quantization-based and spread spectrum methods.

Motivations:

Although a great amount of the watermarking and data-hiding literature deals with the
problem of robustness, little has been said about security, and even in this time of relative
maturity of watermarking research no consensus has been reached about its definition, and
robustness and security continue to be often seen as overlapping concepts. Therefore, this
work tries to provide fundamental definitions, as well as security measures.

Technical approach:

An analysis of previous definitions available in the literature was firstly introduced; taking
into account the possible weakness of those definitions, a novel one was proposed, showing
through some one-way implications the main differences with previous approaches. In order to
quantify the security of a watermarking system, an information theoretic measure is proposed;
this measure is the mutual information between the secret key and the pieces of contents
watermarked with that key.

Obtained results:

The main results of this paper are the expressions of the aforementioned mutual infor-
mation and the residual entropy of the secret key, given the watermarked contents and the
message conveyed by each of them, for the Spread Spectrum and Distortion-Compensated
Dither-Modulation schemes. In both cases, the information that the attacker can learn is a
concave and monotonically increasing function with the number of observations.
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2.2 Fundamentals of data hiding security and their application to spread-
spectrum analysis [CPFPG05a]

Addressed problem:

This paper puts in consideration the concepts of security and robustness in watermarking,
in order to be able to establish a clear frontier between them. A new information-theoretic
framework to study data-hiding and watermarking security is proposed, using the mutual
information to quantify the information about the secret key that leaks from the observation
of watermarked objects, and the knowledge of the embedded message or an estimate of the
original host signal.

Motivations:

In the literature there was a lack of information theoretic analysis on the security of
Spread Spectrum watermarking. The importance of this problem resides in the possibility of
quantifying how well the attacker can perform the estimate of the secret key with the available
information.

Technical approach:

First, an historical overview of watermarking security is introduced. Taking into account
the evolution of watermarking security concept, a new definition was introduced, and several
implications of this new definition are discussed. In order to quantify the security, an infor-
mation theoretic measure is proposed, showing its relationships with other typical measures,
as the variance of the secret key estimation error. With this measure, the security of Spread
Spectrum watermarking was analyzed for the three studied scenarios: the Known Message
Attack, the Watermarked Only Attack and the Estimated Original Attack.

Obtained results:

Expressions for the mutual information between the secret key and the available data, as
well as the residual entropy of the secret key given those data, are provided. In light of the
results of the analysis above, some interesting links between a measure proposed in previous
works in the literature, which is based on Fisher Information Matrix, and the newly proposed
measure are shown.

2.3 Computational Security Models for Digital Watermarks [Kat05]

Addressed problem:

In the past, the security of digital watermarks was modeled using information-theoretic
methods, thereby quantifying the security of the mark by the mutual information between the
watermarked work and the watermarking key. The main drawback of information-theoretic
methods is that they do not consider the computational power of an adversary.

Motivations:

Having a precise understanding of the security notions a digital watermarking scheme
satisfies is important for the design of watermarking applications. A formal security model
allows to formally assess the security of watermarking applications through a security proof.
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Technical approach and obtained results:

This paper proposes to adapt computational security definitions, as they are commonly
used in the theory of cryptography, to the watermarkig domain. Instead of quantifying the
security through the mutual information between a watermarked work and the watermark
or the key, it is reasonable to quantify watermark security by the success probability of
a probabilistic attacker which tries to break the watermarking scheme. In particular, two
different computational security definitions are proposed, one for an attacker that tries to
estimate the watermarking key in use and one for oracle attacks. Both definitions have the
form of an interactive game between an attacker and a judge. The probability of winning one
of these games is directly related to the watermark security.

3 Security analysis of informed watermarking schemes

Informed watermarking techniques propose to use the knowledge of the host signal X during
the embedding to improve the performance of detection while keeping the same embedding
power. Two different strategies can take advantage of the host signal. Informed embedding
consists in altering the watermark signal in such a way that the watermark vector W is as
far as possible from the detection border. Informed coding schemes, known also as imple-
mentation of Costa’s theory, propose to select the watermark vector W among a codebook U
according to X. Security issues of informed watermarking schemes are different than for blind
spread spectrum watermarking scheme presented in the previous section because the number
of possible observations of W is by far more important. Paper presented in 3.1 presents an
information-theoretic analysis for theoretical Costa’s schemes and practical Scalar Costa’s
Schemes. Papers presented in 3.2 and 3.3 propose two solutions to estimate the secret keys
for Dither Modulation schemes: a method to estimate the dither vector is proposed in the
first paper and a framework to estimate the secret carrier or the selection of the watermarked
coefficient for digital images is proposed in the second paper. The last paper presented in
section 3.4 deals with the security of chaotic sequences.

3.1 Information-theoretic analysis of security in side-informed data hiding
[PFCPG05b]

Addressed problem:

Security weaknesses of side-informed data hiding are considered from a theoretical point
of view: the theoretical construction proposed by Costa [Cos83], and the well-known Scalar
Costa Scheme (SCS) [EBTG03] are analyzed under the framework proposed in [CPFPG05a],
showing that the observation of watermarked signals can provide enough information for
potential attackers willing to estimate the secret parameters of the system.

Motivations:

The watermarking research community traditionally focused on robustness. Recent
works [CFF05c] have warned about the security risks of widely known watermarking schemes.
This work addresses security of quantization-based methods for the first time in the literature.

Technical approach:
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Security in the analyzed schemes depends on the secrecy of the codebook, which is ran-
domized by certain secret parameters: in Costa’s scheme, the codebook is completely random,
generated according to a secret i.i.d. Gaussian process, whereas in SCS the codebook is sim-
ply a Cartesian product of uniform scalar quantizers which are randomly translated by a
secret dither signal. Using Shannon’s concept of equivocation [Sha49], information leakages
about the secret parameters are measured using standard tools of Information Theory. Two
different scenarios are considered (borrowing the nomenclature introduced in [CFF05c]): a
Known Message Attack (KMA) scenario, where the attacker knows what is the message em-
bedded in each piece of watermarked signal, and a Watermarked Only Attack (WOA), where
the attacker can access only the watermarked signals.

Obtained results:

For the two studied schemes, security largely depends on the distortion compensation
parameter, α, revealing more information for large values of α; in fact, information leakages
are critical for α ≈ 1. The comparison Costa vs. SCS clearly shows the disadvantages (in
terms of security) of using a structured codebook and the chosen form of randomization
(i.e., the dither). Nevertheless, theoretical perfect secrecy can still be achieved in the WOA
scenario for SCS, by appropriately choosing the parameter α.

3.2 Secret dither estimation in lattice-quantization data hiding: a set-
membership approach [PFPGC06]

Addressed problem:

The first part of this paper extends to multidimensional lattice DC-DM the theoretical
analysis for security assessment proposed in [PFCPG05b] for scalar data hiding schemes,
introducing also a new scenario, namely Constant Message Attack (CMA). The second part
proposes practical algorithms for performing estimation of the secret dither, considering a set
of watermarked signals.

Motivations:

The practical algorithms devised in this paper show that the information leakages existent
in DC-DM can be successfully exploited so as to get accurate estimates of the secret dither
with manageable complexity. Thus, security threats to these kind of schemes whose security
relies only on dithering must be seriously considered.

Technical approach:

In the theoretical part, the information-theoretic analysis of [PFCPG05b] is extended.
For the practical part, the optimal dither estimator for generic lattice quantization schemes
is discussed, showing that it presents unaffordable computational complexity, except in a
few cases. That is why non-optimal, although simplified estimators are proposed, taking
advantage of the boundedness of the feasible regions for the secret dither given a number of
observations. These feasible regions are polytopes in Euclidean space which can be described
through linear inequalities. Two different algorithms are proposed: the first one is based on
minimization with restrictions, and the second one is basically an iterative set-membership
estimator with analytic solution. Both of them make use of ellipsoids for approximating the
feasible regions.
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Obtained results:

In the theoretical part, the security of DC-DM using different lattice quantizers is com-
pared. Numerical results suggest that the best lattices in terms of security (those which
maximize the residual entropy about the secret dither) are those with the smallest normal-
ized second order moment (roughly speking, those with the most spherical Voronoi region).
In the practical part, results of dither estimation in schemes using lattices up to 8 dimensions
are given, and the performance of the proposed estimators is compared to that of the optimal
one.

3.3 Security of DM quantization watermarking schemes: a practical study
for digital images [BH05a]

Addressed problem:

This paper addresses the security problem for Dither Modulation (DM) watermarking
schemes applied on watermarked images. An attack is designed for Watermarked Only
Contents (WOA), e.g. a database of images watermarked using the same key but differ-
ent unknown messages. The paper proposes a method to estimate the secret key of the DM
quantization scheme. Depending on the embedding method, it can be either the position of
the watermarked pixel, a DCT coefficient or a key dependent pseudo-random sequence for
ST-DM.

Motivations:

DM watermarking schemes are very popular among the watermarking society because
they are easy to implement and provide high embedding capacities. Applied on digital im-
ages, it appears that classical security related attacks designed for blind spread spectrum
watermarking schemes [CFF05c] are not efficient: the host signal cannot be considered as
an iid (independent and identically distributed) signal, the estimation of the secret key by
principal component analysis is not possible.

Technical approach:

To solve this problem, the fact that the embedding noise produced by DM embedding
can be considered as independent with respect to the host signal is considered. Therefore the
decomposition of images into independent basis vectors to extract and estimate the secret key
using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is proposed. To identify the secret key among
the basis, statistical properties of the embedding noise are used: the independent component
related to the secret key is the most sub-gaussian of the extracted components.

Obtained results:

The estimation of the secret key and the secret component related to the watermark
enables to perform an attack to erase the watermark. The attack is compared with one
attack presented by Ecrypt partners in [VFVK+05a]. For the proposed attack, the PSNR
between the original and attacked image is 3dB more important than for the classical attack.
The ability to separate the watermark from the original image increases as a function of the
position of the DCT coefficient and as a function of the number of processed blocks.
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3.4 Chaotic sequences for digital watermarking [NTP05]

Addressed problems:

In this work, two problems are addressed. The first one is the improvement of the cor-
relation based watermarking techniques performance by decreasing the false alarm and false
rejection errors. This is achieved by using chaotic based watermarks. The second problem is
the multibit watermark insertion in a signal by using information (e.g. logo) scrambling.

Motivations:

Error minimization is important because, smaller errors result in better watermarking
method performance. Furthermore, smaller errors in the lowpass attack case, increases the
robustness against attacks. The second approach is important because scrambling a logo is
needed in order to prevent statistical estimation of the final watermark by an attacker. The
same need arises when a non-visually meaningful multiple-bit message has to be encrypted
prior to embedding in order to increase security.

Technical approach:

Both problems have been solved with the use of chaotic sequences and systems. In the
first approach it is shown that chaotic parameters can control the watermark spectrum. Thus,
a highpass watermark can be constructed in order to be robust against attacks. Furthermore,
it is shown that chaotic watermarks have very good correlation properties. The embedding
of the highpass watermark to the low frequencies of the Fourier domain results also in the
improved watermark robustness against lowpass attacks. The second application deals with
watermark generation by mixing (scrambling) a binary logo or encrypting other forms of
messages using two-dimensional chaotic maps.

Obtained results:

The first method has been applied in the domain of audio watermarking. The results that
are presented show the method’s performance in the no-attack case and in the case that the
audio signal undergoes MPEG compression attack. Furthermore, in order to compare the
performance of the presented watermarking scheme against the performance of alternative
techniques, experiments were conducted also for another audio watermarking methods. This
comparison saw the superiority of the proposed method. Regarding the second method,
mixing using chaotic maps provides excellent security and has many favourable cryptographic
properties, stemming from the map sensitivity to initial conditions. An example of a system
that utilises such a chaotic mixing along with appropriate watermark embedding and detection
functions is also presented.

4 Game-theoretic approaches for designing optimal attacks

In the analysis of most data-hiding methods available in the literature, the embedder is
assumed to know some parameters of the channel; nevertheless, this knowledge could be
not so accurate as necessary. This is where worst-case attacks analysis comes into play, as
it can be considered as a conservative approach for designing the embedding strategy. A
much debated issue is that of the cost function that the attacker wants to maximize. In 4.1,
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the worst attacks are analyzed for both the error probability for a given decoding rule (the
minimum distance decoder), and the maximum achievable rate of reliable communications.
These two measures represent two quite different approaches: probabilities of error are tied to
practical algorithms, while achievable rates are related to largely theoretical constructs. An
interesting conclusion is that additive white Gaussian noise is not the optimal one in either
case, thus contradicting a common belief among watermarking researchers, which is due to
AWGN noise being the worst attack for the asymptotic case.

4.1 Quantization-Based Methods: Additive Attacks Performance Analysis
[VFVK+05a, VFVK+05b]

Addressed problem:

The main goal of this study consists in the development of the worst case additive attack
for quantization-based data-hiding methods.

Motivations:

In general, the digital data-hiding can be considered as a game between the data-hider
and the attacker. Existing results were obtained assuming the attacking channel is known
prior to transmission at the encoder. A mismatch between the data-hider estimation and
the attack realization can prevent communications. The knowledge of the worst case attack
allows data-hider to apply a conservative encoder design ensuring the communications.

Technical approach:

It is a common practice in the data-hiding community to measure the performance in
terms of the error rate for a given decoding rule (the minimum distance decoder) as well as
the maximum achievable rate of reliable communications. This work restricts the encoding
to the quantization-based one and the channel to additive attacks only. It is assumed that
the attacker might be informed of the encoding strategy and also of the decoding one, while
both encoder and decoder are uninformed of the channel. Another working but reasonable
assumption is a high rate so the impact of the host interference can be neglected.

Obtained results:

The results obtained by means of numerical optimization showed that there exists a worse
attack than the additive white Gaussian noise attack for both the error probability and
achievable rates performance measures. A practical approximation to the worst case additive
attack when the cost function is the probability of error and an optimal encoder design was
found that allows to communicate with an upper bounded probability of error for a given
watermark-to-noise ratio. When the maximum achievable rate was used as a cost function,
the particular behaviour under the uniform noise attack was characterized, and the worst case
additive attack was found. The presented results should serve as a basis for the development
of fair benchmarks for various data-hiding technologies.
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5 Watermarking security and geometrical attacks

It is well known that one major drawback of classical watermarking schemes is the lack of
robustness to geometrical distortions. Two levels of geometrical distortions can be addressed:

• The typical geometrical transformation commonly used in image edition such as rota-
tion, translation or cropping. These transformations are applied on the whole image,
and in many ways can be easily represented by a mathematical operation. One basic
solution to identify the transformation is to perform an exhaustive detection considering
all possible geometrical transformations of the marked image. In this case the comput-
ing cost will drastically increase. For example, if we consider only a composition of
rotation and scaling operations from 50% up to 200% of the image size, the processing
cost is roughly multiplied by 5.4× 104.

• The other category of geometrical distortions are especially designed to desynchronise
the mark without visual changes. M. Kuhn and F. Petitcolas [PAK98] developed a
benchmark called StirMark containing different attacks. One of the first developed
attacks of this program is composed of local random geometrical distortions that permits
us to defeat many classical watermarking schemes without visible alterations [DP00].

Different methods have been developed to resynchronize the watermark after geometric
transformation. Two of the most popular are the exhaustive search using a correlation
function [KJ99] or the use of a template that enables to indicate the location of the
watermark[PP99]. Such schemes often requires an important complexity but it has been
showed that they are efficient as long as the number of geometrical transform is a polynomial
function of the size of the signal (see papers presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4). Content-based
watermarking schemes have been proposed to provide another solution to counter geometrical
distortions. In this way the location of the mark is not linked with image coordinates, but
with image semantics. As for an embedding watermarking system, a synchronisation system
as also to be secure: this means that it should be impossible to estimate and remove the
synchronisation information. The works presented in section 5.1 highlight a theoretic and
practical methodology to provide robust and secure synchronisation systems. The security
issues for content based schemes are addressed in 5.2. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 present new
synchronisation schemes for image and audio signals. Finally section 5.7 presents a study of
the theoretical achievable rates of data-hiding techniques considering geometrical distortions.

5.1 Towards geometrically robust data-hiding with structured codebooks
[TVK+05a, TVK+05c, TVK+05b]

Addressed problem:

The goal of this paper is to put more light on the security and information-theoretical
analysis of geometrically robust data-hiding.

Motivations:
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Although the practical usefulness of channel state estimation (CSE) - channel state com-
pensation (CSC) was demonstrated in previous works, a thorough theoretical analysis of this
geometrical synchronization framework remains an open and a little studied problem. There-
fore, to theoretically justify the design rules of practical data-hiding techniques, this problem
is considered within information-theoretic framework. This analysis can be also quite indica-
tive while considering security leakages of robust data-hiding schemes based on the structured
codebooks. These leakages should be investigated from the position of designing the worst-
case attacks to destroy the reliable communications.

Technical approach:

By applying information-theoretic argument that performance of a system designed based
on both random coding and random binning principles is bounded by the same maximal
achievable rate for the cases when communication channel includes geometrical transforma-
tions or not. Targeting to provide theoretic performance limits of practical robust data-hiding,
a Multiple Access Channel (MAC) with side information (SI) available at one of encoders is
used. The bounds on achievable rates of reliable communications to such a protocol are also
presented. Finally, considering template-based and redundant-based design of geometrically
robust data-hiding systems, a security analysis of their performance is performed and results
in terms of number of trial efforts the attacker needs to completely remove hidden information
are presented.

Obtained results:

In this paper, the conditions of reliable communications based on structured codebooks in
channels with geometrical transformations are analyzed from an information-theoretic point
of view. The MAC framework is developed to design the capacity achieving data-hiding
codes that are robust to geometrical transformations. The corresponding methods based
on the CSE/CSC that are used for reliable communications in channels with geometrical
transformations are classified into two main groups depending on the particular codebook
design: template-based codebooks and redundant codebooks. The analysis of security leaks
of each codebook structure is performed in terms of cardinality of the decoding space for the
attacker to design the worst-case attack.

5.2 Several considerations on the security of a feature-based synchronisa-
tion scheme for digital image watermarking [BG05]

Addressed problem:

This paper proposes a study of the security of content-based watermarking schemes.It is
one of the answers to the Wavilla Challenge organised by WVL2 in the IH05 conference in
Barcelona. The study focuses on a synchronisation scheme that relies on the detection of
feature points such as presented in [PBM02]. This paper presents different ways to remove
feature points in an image while trying to preserve the quality of the image.

Motivations:

Security issues are often considered for embedding watermarking scheme without taking
into account the problem of synchronisation. Additionally the class of content-based synchro-
nisation schemes relies on the image content to achieve synchronisation, these schemes are
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fast and can deal both with local and global geometrical transforms.

Technical approach:

Most of the presented synchronisation schemes are public: the extraction of the feature
points does not depend on a secret key. This characteristic can be used to design an attack.
In this paper two attacks as been presented for the Harris feature point detector. The first
attack tries to lure the local competition step involved in the detector. It is done by increasing
the strongest competitor of the feature point. The second attack try to lure the final ranking
by creating feature points that are stronger than the original ones.

Obtained results:

The security of a feature-point synchronisation scheme is strongly linked with the content
of the image and depends on two factors. The security will be more important for images
presenting only low frequencies because the first attack will then be more difficult. The second
parameter relies on the distribution on selected maxima and their values have to be as far as
possible from the values of the non selected maxima to avoid the second attack.

5.3 Effectiveness of exhaustive search and template matching against wa-
termark desynchronization [Bar05b]

Addressed problem:

The paper evaluates the effectiveness of exhaustive search detection and template match-
ing to cope with de-synchronization attacks. The analysis is carried out by focusing on a
simple case study, i.e., the detection of a spread spectrum watermark hosted by a white
Gaussian sequence, in the presence of an unknown cyclic shift between the embedder and the
detector.

Motivations:

Despite its simplicity, the paper addresses a very important problem because watermark
de-synchronization is one of the worst, yet simple, attacks against any watermarking system.
Knowing whether, at least in principle, exhaustive search detection performs better or worse
then template matching would give important hints for the design of practical schemes.

Technical approach:

In order to evaluate whether exhaustive search detection is a suitable solution against
watermark de-synchronization, the trade-off between false and missed detection probabilities
in the simple case of a spread spectrum watermark superimposed to a white Gaussian se-
quence is analysed. The de-synchronization attacks consists of a cyclic shift of the marked
vector. The same analysis is performed for a detector based on template matching, whereby
a suitable pilot signal is extracted from the host data and used to invert the cyclic shift before
watermark detection. The performance of the two schemes are compared for a given embed-
ding distortion. Computational complexity and security issues are not taken into account for
simplicity.

Obtained results:

The main result of this investigation is that as long as the dimensionality of the search
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space increases polynomially with the size of the host feature sequence, both exhaustive search
and template matching provide an effective solution against the simple de-synchronization
attack. Specifically, the performance of the system can be indefinitely improved by increasing
the length of the watermark and the synchronization sequence. Exhaustive search detection is
capable of providing better results than the template matching approach. Interestingly, this
set up can be generalized to introduce within the picture computational complexity, security
and more complicated de-synchronization attacks.

5.4 Coping with Random Bending Attack by Means of Exhaustive Search
Detection [Bar05a]

Addressed problem:

In a previous work it was shown that exhaustive search detection is a suitable remedy
against watermark de-synchronization if that the size of the search space increases polynomi-
ally. The popular random bending attack for still images provides an example for which the
size of the search space is exponential: is exhaustive search detection still feasible in this case
?

Motivations:

The addressed problem is an instance of a bigger problem of paramount importance for
the future of still image watermarking. Should the size of the space of all possible geometric
attacks grow too fast with the size of the host image, then coping with such attacks may
simply prove to be impossible.

Technical approach:

In order to get some insights into the above problem the exponential decay rate of the false
and missed detection probability of a well-known watermarking system is evaluated, then the
comparison of such a rate with the size of the space of all possible geometric distortions under
the invisibility constraint is achieved. The size of the attack space was evaluated empirically
through visual inspection by describing the geometric distortions by means of a random
displacement field with a varying number of degrees of freedom. Several approximations were
made (e.g. by using the union bound to evaluate the missed and false detection probabilities)
to make the problem tractable.

Obtained results:

The results confirm the possibility of combating geometric attacks by means of exhaustive
search detection (computational complexity issues are neglected), since when the size of the
host feature sequence increases the performance of the system improve indefinitely. In spite
of the good results of our analysis, a deeper investigation is needed, since the ultimate answer
depends on the values assumed by a large number of parameters whose exact setting requires
that some of the simplifying assumptions are removed.
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5.5 Self-Similar watermarks for counterfeiting geometrical attacks
[STNP05]

Addressed problem:

One of the most severe attack classes against image watermarking methods is the class
of geometrical or desynchronization attacks, specifically in the blind watermarking methods
(where the original unwatermarked image is not provided to the method). Our aim is to
improve the robustness and the accelerate the detection process.

Motivations:

The major flaw of most existing watermarking methods is their inability to cope with the
de-synchronization introduced when applying geometrical transformations to the image. In
order for the detection mechanism to successfully detect the de-synchronized watermark, all
possible combinations of geometric distortions (scaling, rotation, cropping, etc.) that might
have been applied on the host image should be considered.

Technical approach:

Two methods are presented in this paper. According to these methods, the watermarks
are constructed in such a way that, due to their spatial structure and embedding domain,
are invariant to geometrical some transformations and for other a significant reduction of the
possible distorted space that should be examined during detection is obtained. In the first
case, the watermark is embedded in the magnitude of the DFT thus, it is invariant against
translation attacks. Also, the watermark is ring shaped and consists of identical sectors. In
the second case, the watermark attains also circular symmetry. Thus, in both cases, the
search space is in case of rotation attack is significantly decreased. Furthermore, the search
space is decreased in the case of scaling attacks.

Obtained results:

Both methods have been tested against a variety attacks. Our main concern is not only
the acceleration of the detection process in the case that the watermarked image undergoes
geometric transformations such as rotation, scaling and cropping but also the robustness of
the proposed methods against the common image processing attacks. In order to show the
detection acceleration, the full search space has been used in the detection procedure (brute
force approach). The embedded watermarks have been detected for several combinations of
watermark rotations and scalings, which proves the detection acceleration due to the water-
marks symmetry. Also, the methods were robust against other attacks such as compression
and filtering.

5.6 Audio Watermarking under Desynchronization and Additive Noise At-
tacks [ZBD05]

Addressed problem:

The first intent of this paper is to give means of appropriately characterizing channel
attacks in terms of distortion, with an attempt to attenuate the discrepancy between the
objective distortion and the perceived one. Our second motivation is to derive new insights
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into the desynchronization plus noise attack.

Motivations:

A desynchronization attack can yield a very high probability of error by simply re-sampling
the received signal at other time instants.

Technical approach:

Our solution is based on the definition of an ”equivalent distortion”, by removing from
the attack noise the part that is correlated to the host signal.

Obtained results:

Our approach has then been applied to the desynchronization attacks modeled by at-
tacks by jitter plus noise, the AWGN & J channel. Performance loss of the most common
watermarking schemes in presence of such attacks have then been derived. Finally, optimal
attacker and defender strategies in a game watermarking theory context are investigated.
Results outline a somewhat intuitive result: desynchronization attacks is much more harmful
than additive noise. This was the motivation for providing means to the defender to limit
this contribution. Finally, the best strategies for the defender and attacker were described.

5.7 Achievable rate analysis of geometrically robust data-hiding codes in
asymptotic set-ups [TVKP05]

Addressed problem:

In this paper, the achievable rates of reliable robust data-hiding in channels with ge-
ometrical transformations are investigated from an information-theoretic point of view for
theoretical set-ups, where lengths of communicated data sequences asymptotically approach
infinity.

Motivations:

Geometrical transformations lead to the significant complication or even complete failure
of the decoding due to the desynchronization between the encoder and decoder. Low compu-
tational complexity of implementation for the attacker in contrast to the high computational
complexity of recovery for the data-hider makes the issue of geometrical transformations a
fundamental challenge in the design of robust data-hiding systems.

Technical approach:

Two data-hiding setups are differentiated depending on whether non-causal host state
information is taken into account or not in the watermark sequence generation. Following,
geometrical attacks are modeled with the assumptions that applied attacks are coming from a
set of finite cardinality, they operate samplewise on their input and they do not necessitate an
interpolation after being applied. Afterwards, the analysis of achievability of reliable robust
data-hiding is measured in terms of probability of decoding error for communications setups
with and without geometrical transformations. Finally, the achievable rates that ensure a
reliable decoding, i.e., as the probability of decoding error goes to zero, asymptotically are
found.

Obtained results:
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It is demonstrated for theoretical set-ups using an information-theoretic argument that
reliable digital data-hiding in channels with geometrical transformations is possible. Presented
achievable rates for each case in channels with and without geometrical transformations allow
us to conclude that maximum rate of reliable communications is asymptotically the same.

6 Collusion and oracle-like attacks

Quantization-based methods have shown their good performance and are extensively used for
the data-hiding problem, in which several bits of information are conveyed in the watermark
and are later decoded at the receiving end. Nevertheless, little has been said about their
application to the detection problem (also known as one-bit watermarking, which leads to a
binary hypothesis problem). In 6.2 a novel one-bit watermarking scheme is proposed, based on
quantization principles. This method shows a really good Receiver Operating Characteristic,
clearly outperforming that of Spread Spectrum. Unfortunately, an oracle-like attack which
succeeds in removing the watermark is also proposed.

This attacking algorithm became the seed for a more elaborated attack, namely the Blind
Newton Sensitivity Attack (BNSA) which is developed in the papers summarized in 6.1,
and has been shown to be suitable for attacking a wide range of watermarking algorithms.
One of the main features of BNSA is that it just needs the binary output of the detector.
Furthermore, the BNSA can be also used for building forgeries.

6.1 The Blind Newton Sensitivity Attack [CPFPG05c, CPFPG06]

Addressed problem:

These works introduce a new version of the sensitivity attack which does not require any
knowledge about the detection function nor any other system parameter, but just the binary
output of the detector, being suitable for attacking most known watermarking methods.

Motivations:

The sensitivity attack is considered as a serious threat to the security of spread-spectrum-
based schemes, since it provides a practical method of removing watermarks with minimum
attacking distortion. Nevertheless, it cannot be straightforwardly applied to nowadays state-
of-the-art methods, i.e. side informed methods.

Technical approach:

The first part of these works is intended to be a tutorial on the classical sensitivity attack,
presenting an overview of previous research. The previous works in the literature imposed
severe constraints on the detection functions which could be attacked by the sensitivity attack.
The Blind Newton Sensitivity Attack (BNSA) deals with this problem, and can be used to
unwatermark contents which were previously watermarked with a wide range of watermarking
methods; BNSA is also used to forge watermarked contents. Finally, the soundness of this
new approach is tested by attacking some of the best known methods.

Obtained results:
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The obtained results are particularly promising, since the PSNRs with respect to the
original image are larger for the image obtained by BNSA than for the watermarked one,
meaning that BNSA is not just yielding an unwatermarked image, but it is also properly
estimating and subtracting the watermark, as the embedding distortion is reduced. In the
same way, BNSA is also able to forge watermarked images with a very high quality. Another
interesting remark is that the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), which is typically
used as figure-of-merit of the detecting problem, does not provide full information on the
behavior of a particular method, as algorithms with worse ROC were shown to be more
robust against the BNSA.

6.2 Detection in quantization-based watermarking: performance and se-
curity issues [PFCPG05a]

Addressed problem:

The first part of this paper is focused on robustness, proposing the use of a quantization-
based scheme (Quantized-Projection-Based Detection, QPD) for performing watermark de-
tection. The second part deals with security aspects, showing a workable algorithm that can
be used to disclose the secret detection regions, as long as a watermark detector is publicly
available.

Motivations:

Most current watermark detection applications continue to rely on spread-spectrum-like
schemes. This paper shows that quantization-based schemes can largely improve the perfor-
mance of the former, in terms of robustness. The paper also shows that, unfortunately, the
proposed scheme is still vulnerable to oracle attacks.

Technical approach:

The QPD scheme first projects a host vector onto a subspace of smaller dimensionality;
the resulting vector is quantized, and the quantization error is linearly transformed and added
back to the host vector. Two different detection regions (AND and OR regions) are proposed,
investigating their robustness. The practical security of the scheme against oracle attacks is
assessed, using a sensitivity-like attack [CL97] suited to the new detection regions.

Obtained results:

The robustness of QPD is measured by the Operating Characteristic (ROC), which quan-
tifies the probabilities of false alarm and missdetection. The ROC of QPD is compared to
that of the well-known additive Spread Spectrum, showing that its probabilities of false alarm
and missdetection are improved by the former by several orders of magnitude. With respect
to the security of the scheme, the OR regions show more resistance than AND regions to
successful sensitivity attacks, due to the non-differentiability of the boundary of the detection
region at the points of minimum distortion.
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7 Security assessment of video watermarking schemes

In comparison with digital image watermarking, the temporal dimension induced in video
watermarking leads to new potential security threats. As presented in section 7.1, classical
frame by frame watermarking schemes can leads to collusion attacks that enable to estimated
the secret key. The problem of collusion is also addressed in section 7.2 for ST-DM water-
marking using temporal frame averaging. Finally section 7.3 presents a video watermarking
scheme that is robust against averaging and block replacement attacks by mean of signal
coherent watermarks.

7.1 Collusion Issue in Video Watermarking [DD05f]

Addressed problem:

Most video watermarking algorithms are simple extensions of early systems for still im-
ages [DD03a]. Although such frame-by-frame approaches can be efficiently implemented, they
do not necessarily fulfill all the desired specifications. In particular, in this work [DD05a],
the problem of how commonly enforced embedding strategies, such as always embed the same
watermark or always embed a different watermark, have led to critical security pitfalls in video
watermarking is presented.

Motivations:

Even if it has been neglected for a long time, security evaluation is recognized to be a
crucial issue in watermarking. In many potential applications, the watermarking technology
will indeed be released to a large audience, which might perceive it as a disturbance. As
a matter of fact, the embedded watermark can be used to prevent illegal copying (copy
control in DVD [BCK+99]), to trace back the source of leakage in a distribution framework
(fingerprinting), etc. Thus, customers may deploy highly hostile attacking strategies to defeat
the protection system.

Technical approach:

In such a context, it is necessary to anticipate possible malicious behaviors in order to
identify security breaches in advance and to propose countermeasures beforehand. Collusion
traditionally refers to several customers who gather their knowledge, whatever it is, to defeat
a protection system. This topic has already been well studied in cryptography and has led
to the design of secure codes which can be used for fingerprinting [BS98a, WTWL04]. This
solves the collusion issue at the protocol level i.e. if several colluders combine their copies,
those secure codes enable to identify one or several of the colluders. However, the collusion
issue remains at a signal processing level: what if the colluders, through statistical analysis,
identify some unexpected features characterizing the embedded watermark and exploit this
knowledge to remove it. Such strategy is even more critical in video since each single video
frame can be regarded as an individual watermarked document. In other words, an isolated
users has access to huge collection of watermarked data to perform collusion i.e. there is no
longer need to team with other colluders.

Obtained results:

As mentioned in earlier studies [SKH05b], two main opportunities for successful collusion
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when frame-by-frame watermarking is enforced have be identified:

1. When a redundant watermarking structure is used, it is usually possible to estimate
it and to exploit this knowledge to remove the embedded watermark through remod-
ulation; a typical case is when the same reference watermark pattern is added in each
video frame [KDHM99]. This estimation and remodulation strategy has been further
extended to more complex algorithms1 e.g. using a collection of watermark pattern,
using a low-dimensional watermarking subspace [DD04a, DD04c]. It should be noted
that these results complement previous theoretical works done by other ECRYPT part-
ners [CFF05a, CFF05b].

2. When uncorrelated watermarks are embedded in successive video frames, temporal
frame averaging successfully removes the embedded watermark since averaging uncorre-
lated random samples tends toward zero. However, to cope with dynamic components
such as camera motion and moving objects, it may be necessary to compensate for
the motion to avoid strong visual artifacts [DD03b]. Moreover, this attack can also be
performed at a block level: if similar blocks carry uncorrelated watermarks, they can
be exchanged to confuse the watermark detector while preserving the visual quality.
Different ways of measuring the similarity between blocks can then lead to alternative
implementations of this block replacement attack [RDDC02, DDG04, DDK].

7.2 Effectiveness of ST-DM Watermarking Against Intra-video Collusion
[CPBC05]

Addressed problem:

In this work the problem of the robustness against collusion attacks is addressed. In
particular, the impact of intra-video collusion on a ST-DM video watermarking algorithm is
considered by analysing the robustness of a constant watermark with respect to the Temporal
Frame Averaging (TFA) attack.

Motivations:

Collusion attacks are among the most effective attacks. In the case of video watermarking,
the attack can be carried out by one pirate that exploits the availability of several watermarked
frames, e.g. by averaging consecutive frames within a sliding window (TFA attack). An
analysis of TFA attacks has never been done for the case of informed watermarking.

Technical approach:

To cope with TFA it is needed that consecutive frames contain the same watermarking
signal. Note, though, that due to the characteristics of ST-DM watermarking, the actual
watermarking signal embedded within each frame is not constant, hence even if that the same
spreading direction is used in consecutive frames, robustness against TFA is not automatically
granted. The solution consists in using increasing values of r, the number of host features
where a watermark bit is embedded in. The reason for this behaviour is the following: when
r increases, it is more and more likely that the correlations between features and spreading

1Although this study has been conducted using spread-spectrum watermarks, recent works by other
ECRYPT partners suggest that such strategies might also defeat QIM watermarks [BH05b].
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signal in consecutive frames are quantized into the same codeword, so that their average will
remain unchanged.

Obtained results:

Our analysis was carried out at two different levels: evaluation of the theoretical bit error
probability in the presence of TFA for the case of a Gaussian (possibly correlated) signal,
and evaluation of such a probability in the case of real videos. The following lessons were
learned: the robustness against TFA can be improved (at the expense of watermark capacity)
by augmenting the spreading gain r. The choice of the dithering factor d has some influence
on the robustness of ST-DM against TFA (the value d=∆/4 minimises the error probability).
Finally, in the case of intra-video TFA without motion compensation the number of frames
that can be used in the collusion is fairly limited.

7.3 Signal Coherent Watermarking in Video [DD05g]

Addressed problem:

Section 7.1 has clearly identified some security pitfalls which have to be addressed. On one
hand, a redundant watermarking structure can be estimated; on the other hand, completely
uncorrelated watermark can be removed by averaging / linear combination. This situation
calls for new video watermarking algorithms which will be able to cope with such attacks.

Motivations:

Proposing solutions against collusion attacks is not only an academic exercise. First, it
should be kept in mind that such attacks are likely to be performed by malicious customers.
If the security of the watermark is compromised, then the whole business model of the ap-
plication falls. Why customers should continue buying DVDs if the watermark enforcing the
copy policy can be easily stripped out? But even more critical, some upcoming standards in
video compression are likely to produce the same effects as some of those attacks. For in-
stance, using sprite panoramas in MPEG-4 [Koe02] or motion-compensated temporal wavelet
transform in MPEG-21 will basically produce the same effects as temporal frame averaging
after registration [DD04b].

Technical approach:

A close examination of the different attacks leads to the intuitive embedding principle: wa-
termarks embedded in distinct contents should be as correlated as the host contents themselves.
Alternative approaches have been proposed in the past to meet this specification e.g. make
the embedded watermark frame-dependent [HMY00], exploit a robust video frame hash func-
tions [FG00, DM02], use frame-dependent anchor-positioned watermarks [SKH05a]... How-
ever, none of these methods has been shown to be satisfactory. They do not explicitly account
for the content of the video stream; they simply try to make the correlation between frames
relate with the correlation of their associated watermarks. In this work, a content-driven
concept of signal coherent watermarking is introduced. The goal is to make the embedded
watermark coherent with the redundancy of the host video signal, should it be spatial or
temporal [DD05e, DD05c, Doë05].

Obtained results:
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Solutions proposed in this work are twofold to address respectively temporal frame aver-
aging after registration (TFAR) and block replacement attack (BRA):

1. The weakness of today watermarking system against TFAR is due to the fact that
motion is not considered at all. As a result, a given 3D point of the movie set, which
is projected at different pixel locations in successive video frames, is associated with
uncorrelated watermark samples which can be removed by averaging. A remedy is
consequently to inform the embedding algorithm about motion and to force each 3D
point to carry the same watermark sample whenever it is visible in the video scene.
In this work, an implementation of this strategy using video mosaicing [DD04b] is
proposed. Similar results based on motion compensated temporal wavelet transform
have recently been published by another research group [VB05]. Finally, it should be
noted that this motion-coherent watermarking strategy enable to avoid common visual
artifacts in video watermarking [WGE03].

2. On the other hand, watermarking systems are defeated by BRA because similar blocks
do not carry similar watermarks. The countermeasure is therefore almost immediate:
the embedding process should guarantee that similar blocks carry similar watermarks
or alternatively that pixels with similar neighborhoods carry watermark samples with
close values. In other words, the watermarking system should ensure that the water-
mark inherits the self-similarities of host content. In our work, the characterisation
of the neighborhood of each pixel with a feature vector, e.g. Gabor features is pre-
sented. The watermark is forced to be the output of a linear form in this feature
space [DD05b, DD05c]. Furthermore, this solution has exhibited an unexpected rela-
tionship with earlier multiplicative embedding schemes [CKLS97, BBDP01].

8 Security assessment of fingerprinting schemes

Little has been done in the direction of assessing the security of fingerprinting schemes, which
have become increasingly important for digital rights management applications. Since error
correcting codes have been proposed in the literature for dealing with this issue, most of the
discussion focuses on the study and applicability of those codes to practical scenarios.

Addressed problem:

Fingerprinting is a kind of watermark. The difference is that in usual watermarking the
watermark is embedded once for all, and all the copies of the document will be the same. In
fingerprinting, each copy of the document will have a distinct fingerprint embedded, related
to the end user. Hence, in case of piracy, it is possible to identify which user is (more or less)
implied.

Motivations:

Fingerprinting has important impact in the area of digital rights management. As men-
tioned above, it is a powerful tool to trace pirates when it is known that an illegal copy has
been distributed. Technically speaking, it is not an easy to solve problem, mainly because of
the collusion attacks: several users can merge their copies and forge a new copy which can
not be traced.
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Technical approach:

Most of the studies consider error correcting codes (ECC) that have suitable dependence
properties, enabling tracing. Two cases are considered: strong traceability when the codes
ensure the identification of at least one pirate in the collusion; weak traceability when a pirate
will be identified, with a certain probability. Of course the first one is the most interesting, but
the most difficult to achieve. Some results have been published about bounds on parameters
for such ECC [SSW01, HvLLT98], but do not give constructions. Other papers propose
constructions of such ECC, with some decoding tips ensuring traceability [HvLLT98, SW98,
CFNP00, SSW01, SNW01, SSW36, FS, FS04b, BK04, FS04a, SFC05]. Unfortunately, such
codes’ length is very long, and the alphabet quite huge [HW05]. So, it seems that weak
traceability is sometimes preferable, and some binary codes have been proposed [BS98b,
BBK03, Sch04, ZFZ05].

But these studies have mainly been done by researchers from the error correcting codes
community, in a quite theoretical way. Some recent ones are beginning to merge and adapt
these studies with practical constraints and data [ZWWL, TWWL03, Wu05, ZFZ05, HW05,
KM05]. But a lot of work has still to be done in this direction. Moreover, there remain
challenges in the design of the ECC in terms of efficiency, size of colluding sets detected, etc.

Obtained results:

This represents a new working direction, which has required a thorough literature search to
gather all the existing theoretical knowledge. The important step is to express the constraints
of real data in such a way that they can be confronted to ECC results. Eventually, the desired
outcome of this research will be the proposal of new codes.

9 Zero-knowledge watermarking

The goal of Zero-knowledge watermarking is introduced in the Ecrypt first summary report
on asymmetric watermarking (D.WVL.4). The goal of zero-knowledge watermark detection
is to prove the presence of a specific watermark in a digital object without compromising
the security of this watermark. To achieve this, all security-critical parameters, i.e., the
watermark and the detection key, are encoded and watermark detection is performed on the
encoded parameters, without removing the encoding.
Paper presented in 9.1 presents a zero-knowledge watermarking system that prevent the
information leakage of classical ST-DM watermarking schemes.

9.1 Zero Knowledge ST-DM Watermarking [PCRB06]

Addressed problem:

In this paper, the problem of watermark information leakage that could happen during
the watermark extraction in a Spread Transform Dither Modulation algorithm is addressed.
In this step, a prover has to prove to a verifier that a given watermark is present into the
content. During this process, some information could be released and used to undermine the
system security.
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Motivations:

During the design of a watermarking system, it has to be considered that the prover is
not a trusted party: the prover, that is, could try to exploit the knowledge acquired during
watermark extraction to remove the watermark code and, consequently, to undermine the
security of the watermarking system. Thus, this information leakage strongly limits the
usability of watermarking systems in practical applications.

Technical approach:

To tackle this particular issue, it has been proposed to use some cryptographic techniques,
defined zero-knowledge protocols, for building a secure layer on top of the watermarking
channel, able to protect the watermarking algorithm against a possible information leakage.
The basic idea of zero-knowledge watermarking (ZKW) is to conceal the required detection
input and apply some zero-knowledge protocols to perform the detection on the concealed
inputs without disclosing any sensitive information. Up till now, zero-knowledge protocols
have been applied to spread-spectrum based detectable watermarking algorithms. In this
paper, a novel zero-knowledge protocol designed for a ST-DM watermarking algorithm, is
designed.

Obtained results:

It has been designed a a zero-knowledge watermarking system that protects some input
information in a ST-DM scheme that has to check if a bit is present into the content or
not. In particular, it has been chosen to encode the reference spreading signal s, that is
the direction along which the vector of the watermarked features will be projected to decide
the bit watermark presence, into a homomorphic commitment scheme com(s). In this way,
this information will not be disclosed and it will be very difficult for an untrusted verifier
to remove the embedded information. The detector will still be able to demonstrate the bit
watermark presence by applying a properly designed Zero Knowledge Protocol.

10 Conclusion

This report clearly reflects the multifaceted, interdisciplinary field of watermarking security.
The variety of application scenarios, attacker tools and even methodologies make it difficult
to arrive at a homogeneous corpus with crisply defined primitives that can be used by other
Working Groups besides WG1 itself. As is evident in this document, watermarking security
deals not only with definitions and measures, but with the actual estimation of the secrets,
devising worst case attacks, facing geometric attacks, or designing zero-knowledge algorithms,
to name just a few constituents.

No less than 25 papers have been summarized in this report, most of them published in
relevant conferences and journals for the watermarking community. Thus, it is fair to deem
the performed work as satisfactory. On the other hand, from a less self-indulgent angle, it is
obvious that the information-theoretic methodology developed for D.WVL.1 and exploited in
the first sections of this document need be perused to gain in internal coherence and soundness
of WG1. An example of this is the area of collusion and sensitivity attacks, where the timid
efforts done so far in this direction must be redoubled if the current theory is ever to be
connected by means of information-theoretic links. Of course, this will require solving some
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technical issues, such as dealing with feedback in the case of oracle-like attacks or modeling
the colluders’ behavior for collusion attacks. Concerning the fundamental theory for practical
scenarios, work is also required in constructing models that can serve the purpose of bridging
the existing theoretical basis and the applications.
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